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Across

1 A luxury vehicle 
squeezes by (6)

5 Small bed children 
ruin (6)

10 Poke bottom layer 
of 21 produce (5)

11 Silvery element of 
cloud, a faint lining 
for everyone to see 
(9)

12 Painter wearing 
pretty dress finally 
manages to exhibit 
(7)

13 Take the train in 
Chicago for a few 
cents (6)

15 Porky kids' 
favourite 
accompaniment to 
5, some say (5)

16 Disturb hornet, it's 
extremely likely to 
prick you (9)

18 Turnover of this 
restaurant belongs 
to heiress, 
arbitrarily (9)

20 Musician wants 
something for 
breakfast, cycling 
around Rhode 
Island (5)

22 Colour that's 
popular like olive? 
Not as it happens 
(6)

24 A dog's life; ideal, 
oddly (7)

26 Whisk a beer, get 
hiccups drinking 
gallons (9)

27 Small oval food 
item little rook 
cracks open wide? 
(5)

28 High clear summit 
seen from the east 
(6)

29 Holiday when a 
man rose late? (6)

Down

2 Doubtful reports of 
orca happy at sea 
(9)

3 Constipation 
affecting Ayrshire, 
reported in 
Liverpool? (7)

4 Lie about current 
below on Italian 
river bank (10)

5 Sailor covered in 
barnacles? (4)

6 Hand eggs your 
mother carries in to 
Dicky (7)

7 Initially coy 
country boy who 
just came out of his 
shell? (5)

8 Small container, 
say, the size of a 
large jug? (6)

9 My place in Albert 
Square granted 
option for an 
American diner (6)

14 Quietly swore, 
breaking egg on 
spike (5,5)

17 Get rid of cream 
walls at home in 
Massachusetts (9)

18 Pub's closing -
drunk was furious 
(6)

19 Recommend paring 
cruciverbalist's egg 
usage, on reflection 
(7)

20 Farms were quick 
to get into free-
range eggs (7)

21 Doctor longed to be 
successful (6)

23 Cook eggs you 
shelled without 
being spotted (5)

25 Bowl over food 
with shells turned 
upside down (4)


